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Abstract: Historians of the Women’s Liberation Movement have long stressed its 
decentralised form, with a deliberate refusal of the infrastructure of leaders and formal 
institutions.  Instead, like other social movements of the 1970s and 80s, periodicals, networks 
of friends, and informal meeting places tended to provide the impetus for the development 
and diffusion of feminist ideas and strategies of protest.  This article examines the significant 
role that bookshops played in this process, as politicised and commercial spaces.  Feminist 
bookselling is situated within a longer tradition of bookselling, and understood as part of a 
wider process of attempting to bring social justice concerns to bear within capitalist settings.  
The feasibility and effect of women-only principles in bookshop settings is explored; 
bookshops emerge as contentious sites of activism in their own right. 
Reading has long been a central activity for feminists.  Beatrix Campbell, a women’s 
liberation movement and communist activist, described the intensity of the relationship 
between women, reading and writing in the 1970s: ‘We ate the literature that was pouring out 
of the Women’s Liberation Movement, we ate it [...]  it was an extraordinary relationship to 
the written word, [...] all of these tracts and texts and books, we consumed as soon as they 
came out.  And, whether you were an intellectual or not, you just read everything, and it 
impacted massively on your life.’  Her violent reaction to Anna Coedt’s The Myth of the 
Vaginal Orgasm, which she threw across the room on first reading, was testament to how 
challenging these texts could be, bringing up painful sentiments when they ‘detonated’ in 
women’s lives.2    
Print culture could also generate solidarities, both through the ideas it conveyed, and also 
through its comforting material presence.  Stella Dadzie, a key Black British feminist activist, 
recalled the way in which Black American feminist novels and plays by writers such as 
Audre Lorde and Alice Walker were familiar to her from visits to other activist households; 
the books cemented her sense of community with women in the Organisation for Women of 
African and Asian Descent (OWAAD):  ‘when I go into their houses, our bookshelves are all 
the same, y’know, you’ll always see the same books on them.’3  The relationship to books, 
pamphlets and periodicals was based not only on their provocative ideas, but also on their 
physical presence, conveyed sensorially through the deep green covers of Virago Classics or 
the smell of book bindings. As feminist bookseller Philippa Harrison described it, ‘there was 
a mutual female pleasure in seeing those spinners of green books in a bookshop.’4 
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The centrality of books and other texts within feminism was shaped by the settings in which 
books were encountered.  For many, this was through the bookshop with its distinctive smells 
and postures of browsing or reading.
5
  Sandie Wyles, for example, recalled that as a young 
teenager in Stirling in 1970, ‘Germaine Greer’s book had just come out and I remember 
standing in Holmes Bookshop, I couldn’t afford it, I think it was one of these books that, you 
know, pocket money didn’t stretch to [...] So headed off and kind of read it standing up in 
Holmes Bookshop and thinking, wow, this is amazing, this is amazing, this is incredible.’6  
The proliferation of radical bookshops in Britain from the 1960s created distinctive, often 
undercapitalized, but politically important material sites, which helped to focus radical 
political commitments within their communities. 
This article explores the ways in which bookshops contributed to the cultural transmission of 
feminist ideas.  Booksellers constructed social worlds and physical spaces around political 
commitments.  Where earlier accounts of feminist media have focused on publishing houses 
and periodicals,
7
 I foreground the retail settings in which feminist texts were sold, in order to 
offer some new perspectives.  First, a focus on bookshops enables a tracing of the ways in 
which bookshops were spaces of activism in their own right, as feminists confronted the 
misogyny of the booktrade and bookshops customers. Second, it enables a focus on the 
overlap between social movement activism and commerce. Feminist bookselling incorporated 
social justice concerns into commercial ventures; this produced deep tensions as feminist 
'movement entrepreneurs' attempted to reconcile their jobs and businesses with their often 
uncompromising politics.  However, as Justin Bengry and others have argued, the 
marketplace and commercial products can offer rich, if sometimes ephemeral resources for 
alternative culture and movements for social change.
8
  
Finally, an examination of feminist retail provides an opportunity to rethink the claims made 
about the fluid and ephemeral nature of Women’s Liberation. Charting bookshop 
development suggests that the women's movement was more institutionally stable than earlier 
historiography has allowed.
9
  While some shops proved unviable, others provided longlived 
and widely recognised public spaces where feminist communities were formed and women-
only strategies were experimented with. As Ann Enke has argued in her study of Mid-
Western feminist activism, a focus on space and place can usefully supplement the 
predominant focus on identities and ideologies within the history of feminism.  Enke points 
to less partisan spaces of ‘provisional coalescence’ such as bookshops, where the movement 
was not simply disseminated but was brought into being, as a feminism ‘always experienced 
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through place’.10 I explore the ways in which such a perspective might be extended to British 
feminism through a study of bookselling. 
Feminist booksellers have left a rich archival base, in pamphlets, and in the pages of 
booktrade and political magazines. These contemporary sources are supplemented by 
memoirs and oral history interviews conducted amongst activist women and men who were 
both customers and booksellers.  Some of these sources have a marked tendency to offer 
celebratory and nostalgic accounts of bookshops. This may be due to perceptions of the 
marginal place books have in contemporary digital culture; or motivated by retrospective 
knowledge of the subsequent decline of radical and feminist bookselling (there are currently 
no feminist bookshops in Britain). A critical history of feminist bookselling helps challenge 
this pervasive nostalgia. Feminist bookshops were significant, and at times, inspirational to 
activists.  They provided relatively stable and public spaces that helped constitute the British 
women’s movement. However, they were also sites of controversy, over commercial 
strategies, working conditions and feminist ideologies. Bookshops reveal emotional and 
political tensions within the wider women's movement, particularly over establishing and 
maintaining women-only spaces and management structures.
11
   
 
A bookshop of one’s own 
The British Women's Liberation Movement was deeply suspicious of the traditional 'male-
stream' media, and committed to the development of alternative platforms for publishing and 
distributing women's writing.  Onlywomen Press, founded in 1974 in London as a women-
only printer and publisher of women’s literature, captured this sentiment: ‘in order to create a 
Women’s Liberation Movement reality, we need discussion and the development of political 
analysis unhindered by patriarchal values. We need a means of establishing our own 
culture.’12  Bookshops played a crucial role in publicising and spatially locating the women’s 
movement, making available its texts, and facilitating its social networks and intellectual 
exchanges.   
Feminist commitment to autonomy in print culture production and distribution went with a 
strong critique of the power of leaders and formal political structures within social 
movements.  The resulting development of a distinctive feminist culture of cooperative 
decision making, collective position-taking and rotating responsibilities was innovative, time 
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consuming and sometimes fraught.
13
 Without spokespersons, chairpersons, executive bodies 
and formal records of meetings, the Women's Liberation Movement turned to less formal 
spaces in which political exchanges could occur.  Bookshops, often organized through 
cooperative, leaderless structures, were sites that reflected feminist organisational values.   
The focus here is on the bookshops that identified partially or wholly as ‘women’s’, ‘lesbian 
and gay’ [LG]14 or ‘feminist’.  These formed a subset of a wider grouping of independently-
owned or community-run bookshops that were identified as ‘radical’ or ‘alternative’.  
Following the surge in visibility for feminism as Women's Liberation emerged in the early 
1970s in Britain, existing radical bookshops did begin to stock feminist texts.  Nonetheless, 
feminists criticized booksellers’ tendency to prioritize texts of more mainstream appeal, and 
their marginalisation of women employees.  The later 70s and 1980s saw a flourishing of 
dedicated women's and feminist bookshops in Britain, as well as the repositioning of existing 
radical bookshops to prioritize feminism and feminist working practices; some projects 
survived into the twenty-first century. 
The late twentieth-century British women’s movement was alert to its early twentieth-century 
print cultural forebears.  Supplied by the thriving women’s presses of the British suffrage 
movement, bookshops had been important sites for the Edwardian women’s movement.15  
While few outlived the period of suffrage activism, feminism continued to feature at the 
politically affiliated bookshops which sustained the socialist, pacifist and anarchist 
movements in Britain.  More recently, bookshops were important contributors to British 
avant-garde and radical subcultures.  Better Books on Charing Cross Road, for example, drew 
its inspiration from the San Francisco City Lights bookstore, and offered performance spaces 
and literary readings; a similar venture was founded in Edinburgh under the same name.  
Indica bookshop and gallery provided a space for the production of the countercultural 
International Times in its basement and was key to the ‘underground’ scene in 1960s 
London.
16
  Punk squatting activist Mal Peachey recalled Compendium, a well-known 
Camden-based countercultural bookshop, and Foyles on Charing Cross Road, as ‘the only 
place for getting lots of different magazines, from different places, [...] from different parts of 
the country and different countries.’17  Musicians were prominent within the ‘bookshop 
communities’ that were generated at these sites, and records were commonly sold alongside 
books.  Other bookshops were founded through the wholefood movement, or flourished on or 
near university campuses as larger numbers of young people moved into higher education in 
the 1960s. 
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 ‘Radical bookshops’ was a recognizable term of the 1970s and 80s, widely used by activists 
and institutionalized in the Federation of Radical Booksellers [FRB] (established 1975-1981 
as the Federation of Alternative Booksellers). Its members spanned anarchist, Left, Black and 
‘third world’, gay and lesbian, Irish, feminist, women’s and green bookshops. Numbers of 
radical bookshops proliferated in the 1970s and 80s as a subset of the independently-owned 
bookshop sector, reaching a highpoint of around 150 in the mid-1980s, but dropping to 130 
by 1990.  Many of these shops shared distributors, and cooperated in book fairs or, when 
raided or attacked, in defence campaigns.  Though not all were members, the FRB 
coordinated much of this activity through its conferences and bimonthly journal, The Radical 
Bookseller. 
 
Crucial to the proliferation of radical bookshops in these decades was the funding assistance 
available from public sources.  The Arts Council gave grants, often administered by the 
Regional Arts Associations, to help bookshops stock works of ‘serious contemporary 
literature’.  The Arts Council ‘Literature Panel’ spent around £60,000 per annum on 
bookshop support in the early 1980s.  There was also assistance to bookshops through 
Development Agencies and local government.  The Greater London Council [GLC] was 
particularly active; its Industry and Employment Committee gave grants to support running 
costs, as a form of job creation, for bookshops such as Centerprise and the Greenwich 
Bookbus.  Its Arts and Recreation Committee gave bookshops around £30,000 yearly, and 
supported women's bookshops such as Silver Moon, as well as the feminist presses such as 
Onlywomen.  The GLC Women’s Committee funded the Feminist Library and Information 
Centre, a book-lending resource.
18
 Such funding was extremely important in sustaining stock 
levels and allowing for bookshops to run bookstalls at festivals and bookfairs. 
Though most FRB members did not explicitly align themselves with feminist and LG 
politics, most were sympathetic to the Women’s Liberation Movement. Grapevine Books in 
Cambridge, for example, advertised its stock as encompassing ‘feminist fiction, women’s 
studies, social and political thought, gay and lesbian fiction and politics, environment, 
children’s books.’  Blackthorn Books in Leicester declared its interests as ‘feminism, gay 
writing, politics, race, psychology and counselling, social studies.’19  Radical bookshops 
trained women in bookselling, and their catalogues began to publicize the print cultural 
revolution in women’s publishing that Simone Murray has charted.20  Tara Books in 
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Winchester, for example, produced a catalogue titled ‘Women and Society’ in the mid 1970s.  
Compendium Books termed their equivalent catalogue ‘Sexual Politics’.21   
 
This sympathy for feminism amongst radical bookshops contrasted with the typically 
conservative and male-dominated book trade, with its dislike of what George Orwell termed 
‘vague-minded women looking for birthday presents for their nephews.’22 A sense of the 
mores and politics of booksellers can be gained from the memoir of Ian Norrie, proprietor 
from 1957 to 1988 of High Hill Bookshop in Hampstead.  Like many other independent 
booksellers, Norrie saw himself as supportive of culture and the arts, as well as radical causes 
such as the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmourment [CND].  But he was impatient with female 
customers, particularly those buying ‘sidelines’: ‘it bored me to stand at the counter whilst a 
customer deliberated which nib she wanted with an Osmiroid pen, and then couldn’t decide 
on a colour for the holder. I was a bookseller. Let them buy their pens and notepaper at 
King’s up the street.’ He was similarly unwilling to allow mothers to bring children into his 
shop, believing that they ‘encouraged’ them to ‘run amok around the stock’.23  His attitude 
was not uncommon; one bookshop in Reading responded to an unsolicited job application 
from a woman with the pompous comment: ‘Even if we did have a vacancy, we would most 
likely award the post to a Miss or a Mrs, but not to a Ms.’24  
 
Even within the radical bookshops, the spaces into which women’s periodicals and books 
were placed were sometimes both literally and symbolically marginal; catalogues were 
sometimes annotated by hand to guide readers to feminist texts. Radical feminist Amanda 
Sebestyen recalled that ‘feminists were working in Compendium, particularly in the 
basement, which was where all the magazines were, so that was the main place.’25  Those 
working there sometimes found that their political commitments did not translate into other 
areas of the shop. Feminist activist Lynn Alderson ran the women’s/sexual politics section at 
Compendium, and noted that ‘they stocked pornographic material in one part.  And you 
know, at one point I had a big fight with them about that.’26  The libertine culture within the 
underground and radical political scene of the late 1960s and early 1970s led many feminists 
to prefer autonomous means of distributing print cultural materials.  Even by 1980, an 
attendee at the Minority Press Group conference on ‘How can radical publishing survive the 
80s’ noted that in bookselling, ‘even the most obvious revelations of the women’s movement 
haven’t been absorbed.’27   
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Degrees of Autonomy: models of feminist bookselling 
I: Autonomous trading 
Individuals who had worked in bookshops such as Compendium were at the forefront of 
developing autonomous feminist bookshops. Many had also worked with the women-only 
presses and periodicals, and saw themselves as activists more than entrepreneurs. As Lynn 
Alderson recalled: ‘Because we were all so involved in the movement, we weren’t just 
booksellers, .... We were political as well.’ 28   Alderson was a founding member of 
Sisterwrite, the most high profile of the British feminist bookshops. Sisterwrite opened in 
Islington, London, in 1978 on an initial investment of around £16,000 drawn from personal 
funds and donors. Friends helped build the bookshelves, and the workers did not pay 
themselves for the first year of operations.  Squatting and social welfare benefits allowed 
them to sustain the venture until it had become economically viable.  Lynn Alderson 
identified the transnational intellectual links sustained through bookshops as a key 
intellectual contribution, and a market niche: ‘We needed to import if we were going to be 
successful because very few places did then.’29   She spent a week at Woman Books in New 
York, and copied much from their catalogue, as well as that of Compendium. Sisterwrite 
gradually expanded onto additional floors of the building they rented, and later purchased the 
entire property.  The shop hosted international visiting feminist writers, sold tapes and 
records of women artists, and advertised gigs. Its sidelines included badges, jewellery and 
speculums.
30
 
The opening of the women-only ‘Sisterbite', a cafe, was key to creating a more social space, 
where information could be exchanged: ‘that was at least half the purpose of [Sisterwrite]... 
We stocked any information leaflet or posters that were about feminist events or 
demonstrations. ... We set it up partly as a women’s centre in that sense.’31  Rather than 
seeking connections with a wide customer base, or the local community, Sisterwrite 
prioritized serving the social and intellectual needs of a distinct activist network. Yet as Ann 
Enke has argued, bookshops did not simply serve an existing political community; they also 
brought this community into being, often in ways that ‘exceeded their founders’ political 
visions.’32 Sisterwrite both made the Women’s Liberation Movement visible and available to 
wider circles of women, and made a powerful statement of feminism as a spatial practice, 
redefining existing retail space on a British high street. 
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This model of autonomous bookselling promoted distinctive social spaces and activist 
networks in a manner similar to the bookshops of the lesbian and gay [LG] movement. Gay’s 
the Word, for example, was founded in 1979 and still serves the LG community from its 
Camden location.  It provided a site where LG individuals, especially those new to London, 
could orient themselves and contact others. Nick Snow, a drama student based in Guildford, 
visited Gay’s the Word and recalled the proprietor as ‘totally sweet, you know, he had time 
for me, he talked to me. And that was an early conversation with a gay man.’  For Snow, the 
bookshop ‘became a kind of place of pilgrimage for years really. I always went there. They 
started doing teas and coffees, so I’d get, yeah, a cup of tea there.’33  The freely available 
noticeboard was especially important. Staff member John Duncan foregrounded the spatial 
innovation of bookselling: ‘Gay bookshops, perhaps even more than other radical bookshops, 
don’t exist simply to sell books. They are a space for lesbians and gay men to meet, leave 
messages – and feel central, not marginal. Even the most well-stocked radical bookshop sells 
gay books largely as a sideline [...] In a society where we ourselves are a sideline, a space of 
our own where we can find a literature of our own is a good point for moving onto wider 
activities.’34  The founders of Silver Moon Women’s Bookshop, operating in London 
between 1984 and 2001, also stressed the link between their sexuality and need for spatial 
autonomy and control: ‘as all three of us are lesbians, autonomy and control were especially 
important... Whenever or wherever a lesbian is employed there is always the underlying fear 
of discrimination.’35 Lesbian history has begun to chart the importance of non-domestic 
spaces for community building;
36
 feminist bookshops provided visible safe sites where 
lesbians reworked the meanings of urban and retail spaces. 
 
The autonomous model of bookselling relied on a relatively narrow base of customers, and 
tied the fortunes of the bookshop to those of its associated political movement and social 
scene. The bookshops reflected the divisions within these movements. Despite prioritizing 
providing safe spaces, for example, the LG community was not always solidaristic. Gay’s the 
Word courted controversy by refusing to stock the literature of the Gay Christian Movement.  
Lavender Menace, an Edinburgh LG bookshop, moved out of its first home in the Gay Centre 
because its operations had become ‘a political football in the internal wrangling of the Gay 
Centre.’37  Within the feminist movement, internal division also intruded into bookselling.  
Sisterwrite staff were sometimes interventionist and judgemental; Judith Skinner, a 
Sisterwrite collective member, recalled ‘huge rows and arguments about, you know 
sadomasochistic practice and was it violence against women. It was difficult.’38  Bea 
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Campbell had co-authored with Anna Coote an influential 1982 account of the Women’s 
Liberation Movement, Sweet Freedom.  The book was criticized for its defensive or hostile 
approach to lesbian feminism.
39
  Campbell recalled that Sisterwrite ‘stocked the book, but, 
we discovered that they’d inserted a little slip saying, I think something to the effect of, ‘This 
book is crap,’ and challenging some of the section on sexual politics.’ She was affronted, and 
felt that no other ‘bookshop would dream of doing such a thing... clearly they hated this 
book.’40  An uncompromizing political stance risked alienating supporters. Nonetheless, these 
bookshops provided visible, public sites where those seeking information and support could 
access what could otherwise be invisible or closed feminist or LG activist networks.
41
 
 
II: Women-only management 
Not all booksellers sought the political separatism of feminist or LG bookselling.  Others 
chose to transform the membership of the collectives that ran existing bookshops, and 
became managed by women-only bodies.  Liverpool’s News from Nowhere had been 
founded by Bob Dent and Maggie Wellings in 1974, and later became a mixed-sex 
cooperative. In this format, as staff member Mandy Vere recorded, ‘friends’ of the shop still 
refer to it as ‘Fred’s shop’ or ask a woman behind the counter to ‘get ‘Fred’ to order me a 
book’.’ Frustrated by such dynamics, Vere and other women opted for a women-only 
collective from 1981.  She expanded News from Nowhere's links to the women's movement, 
provided bookstalls at meetings such as the national Women’s Aid conference, and 
coordinated influential feminist book fairs. Women-only cooperatives, Vere argued, 
prompted bookselling women to become less defensive, and more able to recognize their own 
differences of class and race. It had previously been difficult to 'bring[ing] up conflicts 
between the women in a mixed group. It felt important for the women to stick together and 
not allow disagreement to split us.’42  The all-women management arrangements eventually 
prompted a commitment to hiring ‘black and minority ethnic’ (BME) women to take up 
vacancies in the collective.  The aim was to achieve 50% BME membership, though this 
proved hard to realize in practice.
43
 Oakleaf Books in Milton Keynes and Wordgames 
Community Bookshop in Bethesda, North Wales, also made the transition to all-woman 
collectives.  Oakleaf was been founded by a heterosexual couple in 1979. Female staff 
member Ben Plumpton noted that the shift to a women-only cooperative challenged the staff 
to take on all the roles: ‘When we were a mixed group, I felt we tended to collude with other 
people’s sexist assumptions by having a man do the ‘wheeler-dealing’.’44  Women-only 
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management was a resourceful way to transform existing bookshop infrastructure, and 
present feminist texts to a broad audience. It also allowed for class and race exclusivity to be 
perceived and challenged, and gave autonomy without the compromises and tensions of full 
blown separatism. 
 
III: Mixed sex community bookselling 
Black bookshops in Britain offered a contrasting model for feminist bookselling, which was 
far more rooted in community activism. Mia Morris, a community worker, described the high 
profile bookshops had within the Black community, at a time when local libraries rarely 
stocked Black authors: ‘the black bookshops were prevalent round about that sort of period as 
well, so I [...] used to go on a Saturday to the Headstart bookshop which was on West Green 
Road [...] Anything to do with kind of books and culture and heritage, kind of an important 
bit of my life.’45  Black feminist Jan McKenley noted that ‘There was a bookshop movement 
that parallels all of this [the Black movement], because you’re hungry for the literature and 
that was very much a part of liberation struggles.’46 
Black bookshops were founded in unconventional spaces, often ‘selling books from bags in 
meetings, then from rooms in their houses and only years later moving into proper shops.’47 
Organisers remained deeply committed to outreach beyond their premises. For Morris: ‘the 
importance of the black bookshops is critical here. So there was a series of book fairs which 
took place at the Camden Centre here and also at sort of Lambeth Town Hall, and there was a 
collation or consortium of black bookshop owners. [...] Bogle-L’Ouverture, the Race Today 
Collective and New Beacon Bookshop, and many other people would organise three or four 
days of activities, which was authors, writers, workshops, concerts.’48 Jan McKenley 
enthusiastically recalled Sisterwrite, but found the Black bookshops much more central to her 
activism:  ‘the books were very key, the bookshops were key and that came from some of the 
[United] States where the bookshops are political centres.  And that concept came to 
London.’49  
 
Sabarr Bookshop was a Brixton-based, collectively run Black alternative bookshop in which 
activists such as Olive Morris and Jocelyn Wolfe were prominent.  Starting out in squatted 
premises, Sabarr provided Black literature, but was also valued as a means of building 
connections with schools. The educational racism faced by Black children was a longstanding 
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theme of radical Black activism in Britain, and Black women’s groups were committed to 
diversifying curriculum materials. The Brixton Black Women’s Group reported in their 
journal, Speak Out, that ‘Through the Sabarr Bookshop Collective we are able to keep in 
contact with schools and other institutions with whom we discuss educational material 
available in the bookshop for their use.’ 50  Bookselling was perceived as a key support to 
Black women’s activism; for Morris, ‘The black bookshops was what, if you didn’t have a 
black women’s group and you had a black bookshop, then that’s what held the community.’51  
As Tracey Fisher and Natalie Thomlinson have argued, Black women were more likely to 
work in partnership with Black men, and some were reluctant to embrace a ‘feminist’ identity 
which they perceived as racist.
52
  Jocelyn Wolfe recalled that both women’s and mixed sex 
groups helped organize Sabarr Books on a rota, ‘because that was, that was a community 
project that we did together with men.’53  Like record shops and beauty salons, Black 
bookshops proved central to the elaboration of Black community and resistance to police 
harassment. There was less of a perceived need for autonomy and separation in the activism 
of Black women, and Black bookshops like Sabarr reflected this. 
 
Protest and separatism in the bookshops 
Feminist women working in radical bookshops saw their workplaces as sites of activism.  
They challenged publishers who brought out books with sexist titles, such as the 1981 Men 
and Work in Modern Britain.
54
 Mandy Vere recalled attaching stickers to the covers of books 
which used sexist imagery, a campaign coordinated by Kay Stirling of Sisterwrite.  The 
Radical Bookseller reported in 1979 that coordinators had agreed ‘a stepping up of the 
defacing of sexist books campaign, with a list of recommended titles to sticker.’ [Image 1: 
sticker sheet c. 1979]  This was supported by ‘a telephone tree to contact bookshops 
throughout the country as soon as an offensive book hits the shelves.’55  The cover of Susie 
Orbach’s Fat is a Feminist Issue, published by Hamlyn in 1979, produced particular anger for 
depicting a female body which some feminists angrily associated with the dieting industry 
and normative body imagery.
56
  
Feminist and women's bookshops provided an environment of active intervention rather than 
a passive backdrop to the exchange of books. The texts of social movements were sometimes 
produced in ways that responded very directly to bookshop environment and sales.  Misha 
Wolf commented to readers of the Anti-Sexist Men’s Newsletter in 1981: ‘Roughly four times 
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as many newsletters are sold through bookshops as go to individual subscribers. The 
bookshop sales are especially sensitive to the quality of production, the graphic content and 
the front cover. Bad bookshop sales of even one issue would make a very ugly dent in our 
newsletter’s finances.’57  Bookshop sales thus prompted the often amateur editorial and print 
collectives producing feminist, anti-sexist, and LG pamphlets and periodicals in this period to 
professionalize their presentation and incorporate visual material. The relationship between 
radical publishing and bookselling was reciprocal and active. 
 
For feminist periodicals seeking a women-only audience, the usually mixed-sex bookshop 
environment produced dilemmas and sensitivities: ‘WIRES, and other internal and local 
newsletters, state that they are for women-only, and it is very hurtful to discover occasionally 
that they have been shown to men, as this shows a fundamental disrespect for our politics.’ 
The editors of Catcall, an 'internal feminist discussion paper' with a print run of around 800, 
noted that ‘We have deliberately aimed to sell the paper within the WLM and for this reason 
have turned down offers to stock it in ‘alternative’ bookshops. We hoped that the deliberate 
limiting of availability would encourage women to express their ideas more freely. On the 
other hand, it means that in many parts of the country Catcall is hard to come by.’58  The 
dilemma of women-only readerships was hard to square with efforts to gain wide circulation 
for feminist ideas.  And despite the efforts to realise feminist principles in bookselling, 
feminist bookshops were not always regarded as safe spaces by the radical or revolutionary 
wings of the women’s liberation movement. 
The Federation of Radical Booksellers warned in its manual Starting a Bookshop that ‘Some 
reps [publisher’s salespeople] can be very sexist, for instance by always addressing the men 
in the shop, or asking for ‘the manager’. This seems to be changing somewhat as the number 
of successful FRB and similar shops increases.’59  Feminists in bookselling, however, were 
dissatisfied with this complacent response, and offered much sharper criticism, not only of 
the reps from mainstream publishers, but the men and customers of the radical booktrade 
itself.  As visible and relatively enduring components of the women’s movement, feminist 
and LG bookselling projects suffered casual abuse from passersby and customers.  There 
were regular arson attacks on News from Nowhere after it became run by a women-only 
collective. Vere also noted the increase in overt resentment from passing members of the 
public:  ‘With no restraining influence of a man behind the desk, we have had a lot more 
direct abuse and intimidation to deal with , e.g. a group of men walking in and saying “where 
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are your dirty books?”’  Like News from Nowhere, Oakleaf Books experienced broken 
windows, and threatening phonecalls; Black bookshops also experienced high levels of arson 
and vandalism.
60
  Naive or nostalgic evocations of a ‘beloved community’ of supportive 
radical bookshop customers were rejected by many feminist booksellers who had dealt with 
such treatment. Vere insisted that women working in bookshops ‘suffer sexist and sexual 
abuse from customers daily.’61 The sense amongst booksellers that they were visibly and 
publically representing controversial and sometimes unpopular social movements and 
ideologies created tensions in their approach to those entering the shops, particularly when 
men entered feminist spaces.   
 
There were deep conflicts within the feminist movement over men’s presence within feminist 
meetings and debates.  There was no clear mapping of sexuality onto separatism, and many 
lesbians continued to insist on working closely with men.  Radical and revolutionary 
feminists preferred a woman-centred approach.
62
  While many consciousness raising groups, 
pamphlets and workshops were declared women-only, attempts to provide genuinely women-
only public spaces were rare.  From 1973, the London based Women’s Information and 
Newsletter Service (later ‘A Woman’s Place’) provided a women-only bookshop as part of its 
work as a women’s centre, though many members were not in favour of the shift to exclude 
men.
63
 Of the 150 or so radical bookshops in Britain, only two were listed by the FRB in 
1984 as women-only: the Women’s Arts Alliance, and Kentish Town Women’s Workshop, 
both in North West London.  Neither were traditional bookshops, but more diverse political 
projects where books were also sold.  Sisterwrite had always been open to male customers, 
and sold some non-fiction books by men.  Male customers were asked to refrain from looking 
at lesbian materials.  Staff member Judith Skinner acknowledged, ‘The bookshop was a 
slightly intimidating place for men, and they would probably hesitate about even going in.’64  
Sisterwrite was frequently perceived as de facto women-only. Mal Peachey recalled planning 
a benefit gig in 1983 for Sisterwrite with punk bands such as Crass Collective and Rubella 
Ballet.  However, the bookshop cooperative was reluctant to take money from an event in 
which men were involved. Peachey himself recalls visiting the bookshop with a male and 
female friend, and ‘the woman at the end going “You! You two! fuck off! You’re not allowed 
in, fuck off! She can stay!”’.65  Whether Peachey has misremembered or not, the narrative he 
tells clearly indicates the discomfort men might feel at entering explicitly feminist 
bookshops.   
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Both Sisterwrite and Silver Moon had women-only cafes, whose existence was controversial. 
Jane Cholmeley of Silver Moon described trying to establish a women-only space as like a 
‘red rag to a bull... we suffered frequent aggressive outbursts from men and even from 
women in the shop.’ The Silver Moon cafe opened in the basement of the bookshop in May 
1984, but only lasted for the first 18 months of the bookshop’s life.  It could not attract the 
‘office trade’ in the area; customers were put off by ‘a not entirely unfounded suspicion that 
the Silver Moon cafe was a lesbian meeting place!’66 Moreover, the dynamic between 
customers and staff in the women-only cafe was, ironically, less respectful and politically 
informed than that of the mixed-sex bookshop. Cholmeley recalled that in the cafe, customers 
treated staff as ‘wallpaper’ and complained that the women-produced food was too 
expensive.  Customers displayed a ‘persistent undervaluing of our own efforts and those of 
our women suppliers’.67  The prime location of Silver Moon in Charing Cross Road 
represented a deliberate political gesture of occupation, both of a central space of the 
booktrade, and of London’s prestigious West End. But in relation to retailing food and drink, 
this space proved resistant to feminist appropriation. 
The Women’s Liberation Bookbus [WLB], initiated in 1977, was the feminist bookselling 
project most overtly hostile to men’s involvement. The WLB provided books, posters and 
badges at feminist events in rural or provincial settings; the collective running the WLB also 
trialled setting up their stall near nurseries, primary schools, and factories, independent of any 
feminist gathering.   Despite ambitions to purchase a dedicated vehicle, this proved 
impossible.  The collective relied instead on hired vans or borrowed cars. The distinctive 
feminist ‘space’ provided was mobile and experimental, constructed through brief 
occupations of existing public spaces. The ‘Bookbus’ remained an evocative imagined 
presence, presented through cartoons [image 2: Women’s Liberation Bookbus cartoons, 
1980) and banners, rather than taking material form. 
Unlike other feminist bookselling projects, the WLB did not operate on a commercial basis.  
Organizers recognized that travel costs and lack of a stable customer base would make the 
project costly: ‘we realised from the start that we would not be able to make the Bookbus pay 
for itself’.  This meant that political ideals did not have to be sacrificed for commercial 
viability.  Bookbus volunteers refused to engage in any kind of sales strategies: ‘Because 
making money was not important, we would not encourage or in any way appear to be 
putting pressure on women to buy.’  WLB policy instructed women staffing the stall only to 
talk to those browsing if the conversation was initiated by the customer.  Ironically, this made 
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it hard to achieve their other goal, of reaching out to women in isolated areas; WLB 
volunteers’ scrupulous unwillingness to initiate conversations meant that they frequently 
failed to make connections. A leaflet describing their work, published in 1980, commented 
with surprise on the absence of a ‘feeling of sisterhood’ with those visiting the stall.68  The 
political stance taken against ‘sales’ meant that personal and emotional connections were 
compromised. 
Unlike the static bookshops, the Women’s Liberation Bookbus only stocked books by 
women.  ‘‘The bookstalls which we as feminists organise, are a militant stand against male 
views on women’s writings.... Many feminists do not want strategic feminist theory available 
to men, so books and pamphlets containing this cannot be sold publically.’  Organizers had 
envisaged only selling books to women, but were forced to reconsider, both by the equal 
rights legislation which they interpreted as prohibiting women-only sales, but also by the 
response of the women on their first East Anglian tour, who ‘felt alienated by our decision 
not to sell to men.’  Having accepted that the WLB must sell to men, they ruefully noted, ‘It’s 
a lot easier selling to women only [...] The men who do come forward […] can be difficult to 
deal with and, although we have never had a really nasty incident, the fact that they can be so 
intimidating says a lot about the need to spread feminism.’69  For the most part, men stayed 
away from the WLB. However, the possibility of their presence meant that the stall could not 
display women-only literature.  Women had to ask for this directly, or show sufficient interest 
that the material would be fetched.  It was decided, though not publicized, that the lesbian 
literature and badges that were displayed were only to be sold to women; men were told that 
they were ‘display only’. The pamphlet describing these strategies was also labelled (by 
hand) as women-only.  These compromises were uncomfortable, and clearly not always 
understood or appreciated by potential customers.   
None of the women-only spaces established by booksellers were easy to manage, and 
separatism was usually a partial or assumed practice, rather than a clearly bounded space.  It 
is also clear that separatism was directly challenged by some women.  While many welcomed 
the safety and woman-centred nature of the spaces, others rejected separatism or simply 
refused to acknowledge the politicized nature of the initiative, to the frustration of more 
activist women. 
 
Shopping for Change 
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Trysha Travis has pointed to the ‘gap between separatist feminism’s utopian vision and the 
workaday routines of print practice’ in her study of feminist print culture in the United 
States.
70
 The gap was just as problematic in British bookselling, as radical bookshops 
negotiated commercial and political imperatives. The Federation of Radical Booksellers’ 
handbook recommended that all bookshop collectives attempt to work in non-hierarchal, non-
competitive ways, and that this was likely to require ‘a lot of consciousness raising and 
discussion.’  At the same time, they warned ‘Somewhere, however, you will have to draw a 
line before your collective becomes a counselling group rather than a business.’71  The anti-
capitalist ethos of radical and feminist politics made analysis of solvency, staffing, capital 
and stock anathema to many, resulting in a deliberate anti-business ethos. Bookseller 
Kingsley Dawson recalled being ‘appalled’ by having to deploy business practices such as 
accounting when he co-founded a radical bookshop.  Like many others, he feared that radical 
bookselling would undergo an ‘awful transformation’ when confronted by the ‘conflict, 
competition, survival’ tactics required by capitalism, and lose its ‘healthy hostility to 
capitalism, patriarchy, or whatever.’  Booksellers, he argued, should retain their connection to 
their political goals, and work cooperatively, to prevent ‘an inflated sense of [bookselling’s] 
importance’.72 Lorna Stevens of Virago Press similarly hoped that feminist publishing would 
provide a ‘vocational, communicative, sisterly environment of mutual support and trust.’73  
But neither Virago nor radical bookshops found this easy to enact in a market setting. As a 
founding member of Brixton’s Sabarr bookshop collective noted, the shop was ‘supposed to 
sell black literature, because no one else was doing it. Unfortunately, [...] we were laid back, 
we got into a terrible financial situation and in the end we had to pay [out of our own 
pockets].’74 
The very low or zero wages paid by many bookshops bred resentment, and made the 
bookshop collectives hard to sustain.  Many booksellers ruefully labelled this ‘self-
exploitation’.  The Federation of Radical Booksellers noted: ‘would be booksellers should be 
aware that even the large and more successful shops in the FRB are often paying laughably 
low wages.’75  Bookselling was summed up as ‘demanding and exhausting’, and it was no 
surprise that many hopeful community or radical projects became burnt out or bankrupt.  The 
monthly wages paid by Oakleaf Books in Milton Keynes at its foundation in 1979, for 
example, were set at the same level as a student grant, at £133.50.  Ben Plumpton commented 
that despite staff membership of the Association of Scientific, Technical and Managerial 
Staffs Union (ASTMS), ‘we were all aware that we were exploiting ourselves in the interests 
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of the shop’s survival’. Committed to anti-racist and anti-sexist working practices, Oakleaf’s 
founders did no market research, ‘which was partly due to lack of business experience but 
also because the motivation for starting the shop was political rather than commercial.’  
Plumpton concluded ‘I was glad to be working in an environment where I didn’t have to 
‘dress up’ or hide my sexuality or my politics’, but noted that she was often cold at work, and 
felt ‘permanently poor’ on its wages.76  The FRB was pessimistic about strategies for change, 
noting in 1981, ‘grants appear to be necessary if the shops want to pay a reasonable wage.’ 
Judith Skinner of Sisterwrite, and later the Hackney community bookshop Centerprise, 
recalled that ‘Bookshops weren’t a great place to grow old.’77  While the FRB recommended 
union membership, the relevant unions did not have good records on empowering women.
78
 
Despite its ethical stance, the feminist bookshop movement did not prioritize union 
involvement amongst its staff because unions were widely believed to be disinterested in 
women’s issues and dominated by an aggressive political style.  This disengagement, 
however, led to a lack of concern by bookshop managing collectives with the conditions and 
wages of their work, which contributed to a lack of sustainability in feminist bookselling and 
its vision of ethical retail.
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Given the personal sacrifices booksellers were often making, it was ironic that their work was 
often criticized by the radical communities they served. Plumpton noted that her activist peers 
would ‘regard us as capitalistically inclined because we had to be efficient in our dealings 
with money in order to survive.’80  Lynn Alderson felt similarly vulnerable to criticism from 
women encountered ‘at the disco’, because the imported books stocked by Sisterwrite were 
expensive. The shop was organized on a non-profit basis, but had to cover its costs. 
Moreover, Alderson was proud of her professionalism, and wanted to set high standards in 
Sisterwrite.  This was sometimes challenged by collective working practices.  Many 
bookshops attempted to rotate tasks throughout the organising cooperative, in the interests of 
equity and skill sharing; some also relied on volunteer labour.
81
 However, this sometimes 
resulted in amateurish behaviour or incoherence. The FRB handbook advised its members not 
to close during holidays, open later than the advertised time, or allow friends to crowd around 
the till, suggesting that all these may have been features of radical bookselling.
82
   
Silver Moon (1984-2001) represented a more commercially oriented vision of feminist 
bookselling, operating as a company limited by guarantee rather than a cooperative. Located 
in the symbolic centre of the book trade, London’s Charing Cross Road, the bookshop 
deliberately aimed ‘to be out of the margins and into the centre’ in spatial terms.  The project 
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received initial funding from the GLC, but then survived independently, partly through 
diversifying into its own publishing business.  Silver Moon aimed to pay a living wage to its 
staff, but could only do so by making rigorous, commercially driven choices.  Although its 
founders experimented with job rotation, they found that ‘perpetually succeeding to someone 
else’s workspace was deeply irritating’ and produced ‘dangerously sloppy’ customer service. 
Informal communications and staff shared meals gave way to ‘inter-staff memos and the pre-
meeting circulation of agenda’.  Many earlier features of feminist bookselling remained 
(noticeboard, connections to schools and libraries, resource centre) and all profits were re-
invested in the bookshop. Jane Cholmeley felt that Silver Moon was able to ‘challenge the 
traditional hierarchies of capitalism as well as the dogma associated with collectives and 
consensus.’83  This attempt to reconcile an ethical business was characteristic of the more 
competitive retail market of the 1980s.  Cholmeley briskly summarised her stock control 
practices to the FRB conference in 1989, with talk of balancing political commitments with 
‘rigorous sales per square feet targets for different parts of the shop’.  Her business acumen 
allowed Silver Moon to outlast other feminist bookshops by many years. However, there was 
also a loss of direct connection to a feminist community. Cholmeley was clear that whatever 
its political merits ‘an important work of feminist theory’ would not be stocked if it would 
not sell more than four times a year.  She was exasperated by authors who ‘because of a 
combined expectation of political solidarity and wilful economic ignorance’ sought to have 
non-commercial books featured in Silver Moon’s stock.84   
The attempts to create a retail environment that stressed social justice, both in the intellectual 
content of the products sold and in the organisation of the workplace, offered a vision of a 
modified capitalism which would fulfil some feminist political commitments: ‘to aid the 
spread of feminist ideas and to generate income for women writers [while retaining...] 
autonomous control of our own endeavours.’85 Indeed, the creation of an explicitly retail 
space may have made feminist spaces more accessible to those who found the open political 
commitment of a women’s resources centre or consciousness raising group off-putting. 
Browsing a bookshop provided a tentative means of getting to know the movement, without 
having to declare an affiliation.  It allowed larger numbers of women to feel part of the 
movement, through purchases and informal interactions with staff.  And despite the weakness 
noted above in relation to pay and conditions, feminist bookselling offered a vision of how 
capitalism could work towards political and ethical goals, and how women might present 
themselves as ethical entrepreneurs. In many cases, however, this was only made possible by 
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generous initial funding from the GLC or other agencies. Local government support was key 
to many of the radical projects of the 1980s, and enabled the temporary reconciliation of 
political and commercial principles.  
 
Transitions and challenges of the 1980s and 1990s 
Despite the still growing number of radical and feminist bookshops, a more hostile 
environment was perceptible in the 1980s. The Sunday Telegraph reported in 1980 with 
outrage that an ‘extreme Left-wing bookshop in Newcastle had received a £1000 grant last 
December’ from the Arts Council, despite selling ‘pro-IRA and Communist propaganda’.86 
Regular police raids looking for obscene books on behalf of Customs and Excise heightened 
the sense of threat.  Most of the stock confiscated from radical bookshops related to drugs 
and homosexuality, but occasionally feminist texts were also taken. LG material was 
particularly under threat, since Customs and Excise continued to use a less stringent 
definition of indecency than that applied to material published in Britain: materials which the 
‘average person in the street would find disagreeable or ‘in poor taste’’ might be 
confiscated.
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 A 1983 raid on Gay’s the Word saw the seizure of over 2000 books and 
periodicals, and created an atmosphere of beleagurement in the radical book trade.  Lavender 
Menace, Silver Moon and the Feminist Book Fair also had books seized, and the mail order 
bookseller Essentially Gay was forced out of business by loss of stock through raids.  
 
Public funding for bookshops provoked Parliamentary questions across the decade; Margaret 
Thatcher declared herself ‘utterly revolted’ by the materials on sale in 1988 in a Haringey 
radical bookshop which received grants from Haringey Council.
88
  The sense of political 
hostility among governing elites took more tangible and direct effect through the enactment 
of Section 28 of the 1988 Local Government Act, which banned the purchase of materials 
that would 'promote homosexuality' by local authorities.  Though no prosecutions were 
brought under this legislation, its high profile presence limited the books that libraries and 
schools were willing to buy.  In the face of raids and legislation, booksellers mounted strong 
and often successful defence campaigns.  Nonetheless, their effectiveness was limited by 
their relative isolation. The Federation of Radical Booksellers had never been a very closely 
integrated group; of the roughly 150 radical British bookshops in 1986, only 35 were 
members.
89
  Women’s, LG and feminist bookshops were on the FRB margins.  Despite the 
deep political commitments of those working in this sector, the pressures of long hours of 
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shopwork and low profits, as well as sometimes painful disputes, could lead to lethargy and 
disillusion. 
 
Despite these setbacks, portraying the 1980s as a decade of anti-feminist backlash does little 
to convey the expansion and development of feminist bookselling in this period.
90
  As 
feminist and LG concerns became more deeply entrenched in the academy, there was a 
concomitant rise in sales of academic books.  This growth area allowed bookshops with close 
links to colleges and universities to thrive.  Moreover, the effects of Thatcher’s policies and 
‘pro-family’ moral stance on feminist bookselling were complex.  The conservative polemics 
evident in central government and parts of the media did not initially have a very direct effect 
on feminist, LG and other kinds of radical politics.  There were, however, significant indirect 
effects that would come to transform the bookselling environment rapidly during the 1980s.  
Rather than a lack of interest or political opposition from the book-buying public, it was the 
spending cutbacks in frontline services such as Local Education Authorities and Library 
Services which affected bookshop solvency.  Oakleaf Books closed in 1985, blaming book-
buying cuts in education and library services, as well as a more mainstream competitor shop 
which ‘began to stock more of the ‘trendier’ radical subjects (eg peace, feminism, vegetarian 
cookery and later black writing).’91  Feminist publishing had become less marginal and 
subversive, and now produced mainstream bookshop stock; this created a loss of a sense of 
the bookshop as a key site of feminist community, autonomy and activism.  
 
Changes to the infrastructure of local government led to insolvency in the book trade. The 
grant-giving GLC was abolished in 1986; the Inner London Education Authority, which had 
strongly supported feminist initiatives and bookbuying under the leadership of Frances 
Morrell, was abolished in 1990.  An FRB survey taken in 1990 was pessimistic: ‘Only in 
London have shops been able to survive in significant numbers. The story in Wales, Scotland 
and the north of England is little short of disastrous.’92 The FRB was dissolved in 1992.  
London had become something of an enclave, where the relatively dense community of 
activists and radicals made possible politicized bookselling.  Mandy Vere had complained in 
1985: ‘there are virtually no jobs for booksellers north of Watford.’   It was only the 
cooperative relationship that News from Nowhere sustained with Liverpool’s universities and 
colleges that kept it commercially viable.   
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Through the deregulation of planning and intense urban development in the 1980s, retail 
more generally became concentrated into city centres and malls; independent bookshops were 
less able to afford the rising rents.  The Virago bookshop in Covent Garden closed in 1987, 
and Virago adopted pragmatic, mainstream market strategies in order to sustain itself.
93
 In the 
early 1990s, independent bookselling was further transformed by the aggressive discounting 
of chain bookshops such as Dillons and Waterstones. From 1991, these companies led a 
determined campaign to bring down the Net Book Agreement, which had set a minimum 
price for British book sales since 1900.  As major bookshops began to discount, publishers 
withdrew, and the agreement collapsed in 1997.  Book retailing spread to new spaces, such as 
supermarkets. On the high streets, uniquely creative feminist bookselling and social spaces 
were challenged by the deliberate positioning of chain-owned bookshops in nearby sites.  
These strategies forced many bookshop closures, particularly when aggressive international 
firms such as the American chain, Borders, entered the UK market. When internet retail 
became a dominant force in bookselling from the late 1990s, even London radical bookshops 
faced closure.  The last feminist bookshop, Silver Moon, was incorporated into Foyles 
(notorious for its hostility to union membership) in 2001.  
  
Conclusions 
Investigating feminism through material and symbolic spaces such as those provided by 
booksellers offers a historical narrative which helpfully develops beyond confining categories 
of feminist ideological affiliation, and foregrounds a broader range of actors.  Many late 
twentieth century feminists sustained fluid and hard to categorise forms of political 
engagement.  As recent work in queer history has suggested, activism, sexuality, sociability 
and commerce interacts to produce provisional spaces where politics becomes tangible.
94
  
Foregrounding the creation of and interaction between physical, commercial, political and 
symbolic spaces, as this study of bookshops has done, offers promising ways of historicising 
feminism and charting its moments of coalescence.  
The bookshops of the British women’s liberation movement were crucial to sustain a feminist 
movement that was powerfully critical of the mainstream media.  Lacking access to, or faith 
in, the newspapers, broadcast media and journals of their day, bookshops served as 
distribution centres for the alternative print culture that was so central to the activist and 
intellectual development of the women’s movement.  Novels, pamphlets, polemics, and 
posters proliferated, alongside a material culture of badges and other ‘sidelines’.  
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Noticeboards provided channels of communication and low cost ways of advertising events. 
Imports of European and American literature were hugely significant to the development of 
feminist ideas and practices in Britain. The thriving women’s and lesbian music scene was 
also supported by bookshops and their social spaces.  Bookshops provided a crucial means of 
integrating a movement that was opposed to formal political institution building, and 
operated in decentralised, informal ways.  Despite the apparent consensus around the four, 
and later seven, demands of the British Women’s Liberation movement, feminist groups were 
fluid, conflictual and often short lived.  Bookshops provided stable, recognisable nodal 
points, as sites of exchange and recruitment, and spaces of physical encounters.   
Public funding, particularly that channelled through progressive local government initiatives, 
was key to attaining institutional stability, despite the widespread feminist polemics that 
associated ‘the state’ with patriarchal power.  While feminist booksellers jealously guarded 
their political autonomy, they nonetheless pragmatically saw ‘the state’ not as an ideological 
enemy, but as a frequent source of support, particularly in its local manifestations.  Thatcher-
era austerity and central attacks on local government in the mid to late 1980s caused 
significant damage to bookselling. 
Feminist bookselling in the final quarter of the twentieth century belies accounts of Women's 
Liberation that have focused on the 1970s as a period of 'rise and fall’. Instead, as Sarah 
Browne has recently argued, a longer and more diffuse historical trajectory emerges for the 
Women's Liberation Movement.
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  In Britain, when feminist and women’s bookshops did 
close, they often did so for reasons that had less to do with intellectual decline or ideological 
backlash against the women’s movement, and more to do with public expenditure cuts in the 
later 1980s, and the intensification of market competition in the 1990s and 2000s.  Feminist 
bookshops reveal more flourishing, diverse experiences of activism in the early to mid 1980s, 
as a period of growth and innovation for the women’s movement.   
In a similar fashion to the feminist publishing houses, feminist and LG bookshops found it 
extremely hard to resolve their uncertainties over orientation to the market. They were 
committed to an activist role that went beyond selling books, yet also recognized that without 
sales, they could not continue. The need to balance finances and political commitment 
produced irresolvable conflicts, which were sometimes temporarily papered over by (self-) 
exploitation and paying low wages. The relatively weak commitment to labour unions 
amongst feminist booksellers is suggestive of a larger failure to mesh late twentieth-century 
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feminism and labour politics. Complacency over wage levels was a major weakness in the 
attempt to establish ‘feminist retail’; though many booksellers were committed to paying 
living wages, this was often hard to achieve in practice. The fragile nature of attempts to 
make ethical compromises with capitalism were brought home with intensity when feminist 
booksellers were faced with more intense commercial pressures in the 1980s and 1990s. The 
ending of the Net Book Agreement’s price protection came as the final straw for surviving 
feminist bookshops. Nonetheless, the contribution of feminist booksellers was to attempt to 
find a ‘middle way’ of engagement with specific formations of capitalism and radical 
politics.  Their ‘movement entrepreneurialism’ testifies to the potential for reciprocity 
between politicised feminist space and the marketplace. 
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